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Self-Reference and the Recursion Theorem

1. Living things are machine
2. Living things can self-reproduce
3. Machines cannot self-reproduce
Paradox?



Lemma: There is a computable function q : Σ* → Σ* such that for 
every string w, q(w) is the description of a TM Pw that on every 
input, prints out w and then accepts 

“Proof” Define a TM Q:
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Theorem: There is a Self-Printing TM

Proof: First define a TM B which does this:
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Now consider the TM that looks like this:



The Recursion Theorem

Theorem: For every TM T computing a function 
t : Σ*  Σ* → Σ* there is a Turing machine R computing a 
function r : Σ* → Σ*, such that for every string w,

r(w) = t(R, w)

T(a,b) t(a,b)

Rw t(R,w)



For every computable t, there is a computable r such that 
r(w) = t(R,w) where R is a description of r

Suppose we can design a TM T of the form:
“On input (x,w), do bla bla with x and w, etc. etc.”

We can then find a TM R with the behavior:
“On input w, do bla bla with a description of R and w, etc. etc.”

We can use the operation:
“Obtain your own description”
in Turing machine pseudocode!



Theorem:  ATM is undecidable

Proof (using the recursion theorem)

Assume H decides ATM

1. Obtains its own description B

Construct machine B such that on input w:

2. Runs H on (B, w) and flips the output

Running B on input w always does the opposite of what H says it should!

A formalization of “free will” paradoxes!
No single machine can predict behavior of all others



Parting thoughts:

Turing machines can be zen if they need to be.


